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Abstract: This paper presents a critical viewpoint on educational
gamification, an understudied field filled with hyperbole and hollow sales
pitches, as well as solid research. By reviewing existing research in the
context of Landers’ Theory of Gamified Learning, it discusses three
underlying, important elements that need to be taken into account:
engagement, challenge, and reflection, as well as the interconnections
between them. As a result, it suggests ways for more efficient deployment of
gamification for educational purposes.
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1 Introduction

Gamification is still gaining traction in educational contexts, both in schools and
in business organizations, even as its veracity receives more critical analysis [1].
Applications include both the gamification of education and the gamification of
learning, two things that are not the same. On the one hand, we can gamify the tools
and processes that are used for learning and on the other, people may gamify the
processes they use to learn. In many cases, those two correspond, but not always.
As things stand now, quite a lot is known about educational gaming, but much less
about the use of game elements for learning in non game-tasks. This paper looks at
the current evidence and suggests ways for applying educational gamification in an
effective manner. As noted by Harviainen [2], much of the current theory
development in gamification of educational contexts relies on conjecture and
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extrapolation. To put it bluntly: we have great examples of it working, but know
little of why it actually works. This is a fact spotted decades ago already [3], but left
unsolved. In the last four years since a similar claim was again made by Harviainen,
Lainema and Saarinen [4], it appears little has changed in that regard. This is no
surprise, since we keep also getting similar statements about educational gaming,
and have been for decades (e.g., [5]).

In a rare exception Landers [6] (see Figure 1), based on Deterding et al. [7] and
Bedwell et al. [8], formed a theory of gamified learning, in which gamification is
defined as “the use of game attributes, as defined by the Bedwell taxonomy, outside
the context of a game with the purpose of affecting learning-related behaviors or
attitudes”. This is an important focus. As noted above, gamification can be applied
for different purposes and in differing parts of the learning process, and those affect
different factors that influence learning. Changing behavior is not the same as
changing attitudes.

Fig. 1. Theory of gamified learning [6].
In  the  following  sections,  we  examine  some  of  the  key  attributes,  but  ones

distinct from those of Landers and Bedwell et al. Our focus is on understanding pre-
requirements, rather than on singular attributes that contribute to learning. We
concentrate on three points: engagement, challenge, and reflection.

2 The Role of Engagement

Engagement is necessary for learning, but how much engagement – or immersion
– is optimal? Without engagement, the activity remains uninteresting, which
prohibits learning [9]. With too much engagement, reflection may be lost [10]. What
makes gamified activities more complex in this sense is that since there is no
singular game to play, but rather goal-oriented real-life activities that have had game
elements added to them, the potential for distractions is much higher. So is also the
risk of the “chocolate covered broccoli” –effect, in which an educational purpose is
just sugar-coated with play, the entertainment value of which may well be rather
passing. When the players start considering the whole thing an annoyance hidden
behind a bit of temporary fun, novelty will wear off (as per [11]) and the activity
will be found even less interesting than it would have been without the gamification.

Engagement is elusive, in that it can sometimes be achieved by simply framing an
activity as a game [12]. Other designers turn to much deeper tools (e.g., [13]), and
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when the entire activity is also storified through a shared narrative [14], engagement
usually increases. Yet engagement is like hermeneutic pre-understanding: it is what
makes the play meaningful, and the immediate feedback received valuable for the
participants, but it also inevitably creates biased responses. Furthermore, not
everyone likes to play for achievements [15], or to play games at all  [16], so the
classic gamification tools of “points, badges and leaderboards” may be insufficient.

It is tempting, especially for classroom environments, to just form a pretense
framework around a learning content. This is particularly true for one of the oldest
gamification techniques, role-playing. By adding the component of roles to tasks,
interest can indeed be increased [17]; [18]. For certain topics (e.g., language
learning; [19]; [20]) it  works well,  for others it  is just chocolate on that broccoli.
With learning tasks and roles (or narratives) too far apart, connections become
meaningless and the play becomes uninteresting [21].

3 The Role of Challenge Level
Another factor that comes out in research time and again as significantly

influencing learning is challenge level (e.g., [10]; [22]; [23]). Too difficult
challenges create boredom, but likewise insufficient challenge makes people lose
interest [24]. This factor therefore ties directly into the previous one, engagement.
Optimal challenge creates engagement, possibly even flow, which in turn connects
to learning [23].

Gamified challenges are problems, and thus lead to problem-based learning with
authentic activity (as per [25]). It is therefore not at all without significance, what
kinds of gamification elements are used. The tasks need to be meaningful,
educational and interesting at the same time. Especially important is that the
challenges clearly relate to the intended learning task. It is not just a question of
creating motivation through engagement, but also an issue of achieving the desired
educational goals. Incidental “stealth” learning cannot be trusted [16], and if a
participant is highly competitive, they may learn completely wrong things while
trying to win (or “win”) the gamified activity [4]; [26].

Challenge is, quite frankly put, very difficult to achieve in an educational game or
gamified situation. In even recreational games, optimizing gameplay-related skill
learning curves is hard. In an educational game or gamified activity, to that equation
is added the knowledge level of each player, which in even a single classroom or
business school course can hugely vary. Optimized the right way, people can be
enticed to transcend their self-set limitations (e.g., a student daring to start speaking
broken English, carried away by the desire to win an argument in a role-play [20]).
In other cases, pre-existing differences in competencies just lead some players to
frustration and others to boredom. And with either situation, the learning curve
probably vanishes.
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4 The Role of Reflection

As with serious games, successful educational gamification furthermore requires
reflection (see [4]). If the gamification is able to increase reflection above the level
on which it would otherwise be (through e.g., time-on-task or gamified note-
keeping), learning is likely to be improved even further [6]. Excluding certain
specific game types (see [27]; [28]), reflection needs to be handled outside of play
[4]. This is why simulation/gaming has so strongly focused on emphasizing high-
quality debriefing [29]. If the participants have problematic attitudes, however, even
a great debriefing will not help [30].

Reflection is difficult to embed directly into play, but not impossible. In contrast
to games, gamification has the advantage that it is directly tied into real-world
elements, instead of being a simulation or simplification of them (as per [31]; [32]).
Problems can therefore be built around the actual skills needed, issues resolved, and
learning goals to be attained. This does not remove all of the risks of the learning
remaining context-bound (see [30]), but strongly lessens the likelihood of that
happening. This is especially important, if the gamification is meant to produce
learning on an organizational level [33]. It is furthermore possible to embed
moments of reflection into the activity itself, in a manner similar to the use of design
games (see [27]). If that reflection can be placed in sequence with logically
structured play elements (as per [24]), all the better. Nevertheless, here too Knotts
and Keys’ [34] observation that performance in an educational game does not
equate learning, rings true. At least we can make the two correlate better, through
careful gamification, nowadays.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

The challenge in this combination is that it does not actually work. Optimal
challenge is known to create high engagement [23], which is a detriment to the
reflection necessary for learning something out of the play, rather than learning to
just play that particular system [4]. With insufficient engagement, whether from a
lack  of  good  challenge  or  due  to  a  lack  of  interesting  content,  the  play  remains
boring, and thus not interesting to reflect upon (see Figure 2). It is thus up to the
designers to make sure that the gamified elements are optimized for this purpose,
and that even as the initial novelty effect of gamification may wear off or even turn
against its original purpose [11], the challenge continues being balanced and the
engagement level remains enticing but not too strong. Games are able to do this
[23], but for gamification it is much harder.
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Fig. 2. The three factors, with risk of deviation in each, and the mandatory
presence of instructional, educational content at all points.

All of these factors are necessary, but they are complementary to the main goal.
As Landers [6] notes, “The goal of gamification cannot be to replace instruction,
but instead to improve it.” The instructional content needs to be able to facilitate
learning on its own, or gamification cannot help. Likewise, without paying attention
to the three factors discussed in this paper, however, instead of improvement we
will have just hindrances. If they work, players will be able to absorb the educational
goals into their intrinsic motivations (as per [35]), and then it is up to tailoring the
other elements (as per [6]) in line, to facilitate maximal learning potential. If they
do not, play becomes a distraction from learning, rather than its advocate [16].

Gamified education often lacks one of the key advantages of serious games and
other novel learning environments: the ability to experiment and fail safely. That
ability has for example been seen as a key element in fostering innovation and
creativity [36]; [37] in studies discussing learning in game jams, a type of free-form
game creation event. As a result, some of the knowledge of how educational games
and novel, informal learning environments function cannot be directly applied to
educational gamification.

This suggests that a key avenue of approach may be the exploration of playful
mindsets and play states and their cultivation. Rather than concretely making
learning into a game, by including an element of competition or rewards, for
example, we can instead seek to cultivate some of the intangible things people enjoy
in games and play, such as fun and creativity. Environments such as educational
institutions or workplaces are often built around competition, goals and rewards,
either advertently or inadvertently, and care must be taken that gamification does
not become a simple cosmetic makeover of this. The assumption of a playful mind-
state is a fundamental shift from more traditional means of learning: the focus is
less on the product and more on the process [38], with an emphasis on imagination,
creativity and collaboration [39]. The concept of “playification” has been suggested
to either replace or extend beyond reward-based gamification [40]; [41]. At the very
least, it is an important, interconnected side of the same proverbial coin [14].

We therefore recommend that educational gamification should seek out a balance
between engagement (which usually but not always may mean “fun” [42]) and
reflection, feature a smooth task-based learning curve interspersed by short
moments of fruitful reflection, have a challenge level that increases while teaching
the skills and knowledge needed to enjoy the increases, and enough room for
experimentation that also some new positive effects may emerge. A playful
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approach emphasizing fun, creativity and collaboration over tasks, rewards and
competition may help overcome some of the challenges discussed in this paper.
Gamification has been shown to work for improving positive behavior better than
other forms of motivational increasing [43], so it is logical that we also examine its
educational applications further.

Promoting active learning and engaging learners is not a trivial task, and both has
been and continues to be a key issue in both the science and practice of education.
The learning process is always a complex interplay of situational and personal
variables, and no pedagogical method guarantees that intended learning takes place
(e.g., [44]). As a result, novel approaches to education will inevitably succeed in
some areas and situations and fail in others. Instead of seeking to conclude whether
a method categorically works or not, the focus should be on leveraging its strengths
and avoiding its weaknesses while evaluating the method’s suitability for achieving
set goals and making notes of encountered problems.

Gamification is an imprecise tool, but despite its flaws, it is able to offer much to
making learning more motivating, more effective. The aforementioned challenges
should  be  seen  as  inspiring,  enjoyable  constraints,  not  as  limitations.  The  use  of
gamification in educational context, in our opinion, forces educators to re-evaluate
their subject matter and pedagogical methods, in order to gamify that matter. If it
does not seem possible to gamify it, something must yield – not everything is
learned best in a playful manner. Likewise, the learning of the right things cannot
be guaranteed, in gamification, so the process also requires an examination of the
methods used for debriefing and anchoring the desired results. Further research
should therefore conducted in this area, to find out which tools fit which subject
matter, and which parts of which curricula would benefit from being gamified.
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